Agenda

A. Action on Minutes

Minutes from the #7 and #8 meetings are in the process of being approved.

B. Miscellaneous

None

C. Curriculum – Old Business

#35 WOMS  New Course Proposal: WGST 201
Submission of Course as Gen Ed Credit: WGST 201

[These items were tabled at our #8 meeting on October 16, 2013, and the #7 meeting on October 15, 2014. The CCC requested additional information on what types of physical sciences would be covered to allow for an interdisciplinary gen ed. The WOMS curriculum committee reviewed the proposal and agreed that there was not enough physical sciences content. They have requested the submission be changed to a Social Science.]

D. Curriculum – New Business

#29 MATH  New Course Proposal: MATH 494

#30 PHYS  Course Revision: PHYS 660
Course Revision: PHYS 671
Program Revision: Specialization in Basic Physics
Program Revision: Specialization in Applied Physics